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Another Successful Ayrshire Sire from the “K” Family at Hautpre 
 
Hautpre Kansas peaks interest among Ayrshire breeders with his arrival at #4 LPI, #3 Fat 
and #5 for both Milk and Protein. This Peterslund son from Hautpre Pardner Korane is also a 
three-quarter brother of the highest arrival last round, namely Hautpre Knockout (Peterslund 
x Hautpre BBK Karole-ET, dam of Korane), who slips from #4 to #8 LPI. Peterslund, B Jurist 
and T-Bruno remain breed leaders taking 1-2-3 LPI, respectively, while the maternal 
brothers out of Kildare X Patsy-ET rank #5 and #6 LPI, namely Kildare Percy-ET (Kelli son) 
and Kildare Jupiter-ET (B Jurist son).  The Top 10 LPI list is completed by Jelyca Oblique 
(#7, Tornade x Sylvester), Kellcrest Landscape-ET (#9 LPI up 210 points, Conn x Kellcrest 
Lea) and Des Chamois Poker-ET (#10 LPI, Pardner x BBB Kellogg).  Two other newcomers 
of interest are Denis Pierrot-ET (Peterslund x Sylvester) at #21 LPI and Kildare Prospere-ET 
at #25 LPI, who is the first proven son of Challenge and traces to the Xante family. 
 
Hautpre Peterslund Madera (tracing back to the Mode family at Lagace) makes an 
outstanding entrance at #2 LPI, splitting the former breed leaders, namely Hautpre 
Peterslund Karona-ET at #1 LPI and Kildare Patsy B-Justice-ET at #3 LPI. Kamouraska 
Peterslund Ruby experiences little change and holds on at #4 LPI while her full sister, 
Kamouraska Peterslund Ugenie-ET joins her elite group of sisters with her first LPI landing 
at #7 this round. The remainder of the Top 10 LPI list is completed by Kildare Patsy B-Justy-
ET (#5), Kellcrest Lea (#6), Kellcrest Roussette (#8), Lagace BJ Model (#9) and Birghdale 
Countess 100 at #10 LPI as the result of a 316-point gain in LPI from #25 position. 
 
“Kyros” Powers His Way Among Top 5 LPI in Jerseys 
 
The highest young sire graduate this round is Sunset Canyon Kyros-ET (Action x Big Time) 
at #4 LPI due to his outstanding achievement as #1 Fat (81 kg) and tied at #4 Protein (52 
kg). This newcomer slips nicely behind the former breed leading trio for LPI of Q Impuls (#1), 
Legacy (#2) and Dice (#3).  Connection and Iatola also experience little change for LPI and 
rank #5 and #6 LPI this round, respectively.  Although the highest arrival last round, namely 
Hautpre Fall River (Big Time x Hautpre Fusion Francia), increases 169 LPI points his rank 
remains unchanged at #7 LPI. The remainder of the Top 10 LPI list includes Lencrest On 
Time-ET (#8), Sunset Canyon Levon-ET (#9, Rocket x Lemvig) and Paramount (#10 LPI). 
The second highest young sire graduate is Hautpre Francis-ET (Laser x Hautpre Montana 
Farrel-ET) at #24 LPI and +7 Conformation. 
 
For Jersey cows on the official Top GLPI list, RJF Belle’s Imagination-ET (Iatola x RJF 
Remake Belle) takes #1 GLPI after being genotyped since the last genetic evaluation 
release while her full sister, RJF Belle’s Impact stays solid taking #3 GLPI. Two other 
daughters of RJF Remake Belle also penetrate the Top 10 GLPI list with RJF Belle’s 
Journey at #7 and RJF Centurion Bella, who is tied at #10 GLPI.  From another family, RJF 
Iatola Bliss also lands tied at #10 GLPI this round. The Sunset Canyon prefix is also well 
represented in the Top GLPI list including full sisters Sunset Canyon Mili Apple-ET (#4 



GLPI) and Sunset Canyon Mili Angel-ET (tied at #10 GLPI) as well as Sunset Canyon Militia 
Liza-ET at #5 GLPI. The three remaining Top 10 GLPI cows include Bridon Iatola Sapora-ET 
at #6, Valleystream Remake Heidie-ET at #8 and Lencrest Jace Belle-ET at #9 GLPI. The 
highest cow newly indexed this round is Hautpre Legacy Fate at #1 on the Top LPI Cow 
Candidate list for genotyping, who is a daughter of Hautpre Rebel Fabs-ET. 
 
“Gubelman” Prefix Dominates Top Rankings for Brown Swiss Cows 
 
While the Brown Swiss breed has no young sire graduates this round, various foreign 
proven sires receive their first official domestic LPI.  The highest of these, however, is Sun-
Made Vigor ET at #25 LPI while Barmettler BS Ace Agio ET is the next highest at #44 LPI.  
In general, the former breed leaders maintain their LPI standing, headed by the trio of 
Ransom (#1), Special (#2) and Goldmine (#3).  The main exception is Blessing Banker 
Agenda ET, who loses 300 LPI points and slips from #5 to #10 LPI. Brown Swiss cows 
experience some interesting results with Gubelman Cartoon Maxine remaining with the 
exact same LPI to maintain #1 LPI status.  She is followed by three stable mates, namely 
Gubelman Scipio Lisa (#2 from #23 LPI with a 403-point increase), Gubelman Draft Deana 
(#3) and Gubelman Wagor Dove (#4). With Top Swiss Payoff Bombey at #5 LPI, the 
remainder of the Top 10 LPI list includes many from the previous list with the exception of 
Pauferlou Wurl Stora at #9 LPI from #17 last round. The highest newly indexed cow this 
round is Top Swiss Special Siesta at #17 LPI. 
 
Guernsey Breed Welcomes Young Sire Graduate 
 
Land Of Living RO Levi-ET (Royal York x Turn Point) becomes officially progeny proven with 
an LPI that ranks him #11 in the Guernsey breed with +6 for Conformation. This comes as 
welcome news as the list of Top 10 LPI is simply a reshuffling of the previous list. Trotacre 
Enhancer Lewis ET continues to lead the breed at #1 LPI and is still followed by Double L, 
Jordan and Bingo with Goliath increasing slightly to take #5 LPI. For cows, relatively little 
change occurs as well with Glen Haven Lewis Lana leading the breed at #1 LPI, followed by 
Guernsey View Kit’s Ruby (#2), Maplehurst Lewis Brea (#3), Eby Manor Lewis Secelia (#4) 
and Maplehurst Lewis L.C. at #5 LPI. The highest newly indexed cow this round is Guernsey 
View Royal’s Treat at #30 LPI.   
 
“Kanuk” Excels for Conformation in the Canadienne Breed 
 
L’Angelus FR Joyeux Kanuk ET receives his first official LPI this round with an interesting 
start at #3 LPI and +8 Conformation (tied at #2). The other top proven sires experience little 
change with Expo still taking #1 LPI, followed by Nectar (#2), Epi (#4) and Mister (#5). For 
cows, as Monbriant Expo Fleurette slips from #1 to #3 LPI, Amandes Expo Justice is able to 
recapture her elite status as #1 LPI, followed by Acton Energika Rosie 3R ET at #2 LPI.  
Acton Epi Nita and De Tilly Oscar Princesse ET round out the Top 5 LPI list at #4 and #5, 
respectively. The highest new cow this round is Amandes Nectar Tiffanie ET at #22 LPI.  
 
“B Jurist” Gets Official LPI in the Milking Shorthorn Breed 
 
While most proven sires see relatively little change, B Jurist arrives on the scene taking #3 
LPI with a well-balanced proof (#7 Milk, #2 Fat, tied #3 Protein, tied #3 Conformation). With 
Lance and Logic staying firm they retain their #1 and #2 LPI spots, respectively. The breed 
also receives a B Jurist daughter as its new #1 LPI cow as Kulp-Gen Jurist Angel Exp-ET 
debuts ahead of Hauxwell Elsie 6th (now #2 LPI) and Fieldcrest Ideal at #3 LPI. 


